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so far i know random text collaborations.. do i need any more
keywords?

more keywords could certainly help lay some foundations
  but at the same time confusion may arise

    SPEAK CLEARLY AND DIRECTLY INTO THE CLOWN
          Sparky was told at his instruction at the Clown Drivers
School

    YOU MUST THEN SPEAK TO THE KIDDIES LIKE THUS
          "Kinders, wouldest I have your attention
          Please pay attention to the hostess, for it is her you will
          need to rely on in an emergency"

"as you can see this bus has no wings, and as such no
emergency parachutes. This will no doubt be a comfort to
those that are afraid of heights"

          "you will also notice the absence of air conditioning,
    in-flight entertainment and refreshments "

          "please make sure your baggage is secure in the overhead
    lockers, and be careful when opening them after the flight as
    road conditions may have caused the luggage to move"

we will be flying at zero meters above the ground, ranging from
-10m to 120m above sea level. and we have an estimated time of arrival
of 2200 where you will disembark. As this travel is short a snack and
refreshment service will be along shortly

yes, well, some of us want to leave the country while others may
want to stay. i'll take the good with the bad. in a unifying way and
try not to make english be so important.

echos in the hearth

there is a need to have just a fraction of
structure
                    Record room diversifies, adding jPop to the
mix
                    cornelius and girlfriend's band, indeed a
fine
section

my room's also full of
records

                                most not used
                                        or now that is all
                                     not used
to be an advisor

seems to be a good and enviable position



                        i'm not smiling.

it seems they got hold of the brazilian beatles
long haired from the third world.
i'm crying.
so does the station of the centrale

        i wasn't there to see
        with my eyes/ears closed
        christian fennogreek reminds me of near-to-death
        i don't like the simpsons

a burst of completely unrelated information
context free and semantically broken

determined but by a new source
unconnected and unique

cheap metadata

woolen thing had for 6 years now
                and  i look at it with glee
        like a perforated lifestyle
and the songs i used to write about him ->faithless one
                       i don't believe in walruses i just believe in me

to the bathroom
close the door
don't lock it
wait for the cool change to come
my feet are cold
thermostat changed
working but not
5 and 6 near the corner of the brain
heart also somewhere there
moving fast
towards light
near or be it a bin
guzzled flesh
tied in pieces
girl near but far
she'll be there on friday
or is that the day of dawning
please me and be by my side
but look and don't speak
run afar
become tired and what it is that
you don't want to be
frogged

one does in a meta-semiotic way
the inter-textuallity brings delight,
oh well
all drown in a web of entanglements



                yes, lost they are to me
                can't see where i'm going
                no light at the end of the tunnel
                i can see my nose but(t)

                all the long words
                they don't mean anything to me
                and certainly they don't impress in.on me
                i use the left side

for your info
new definition Will-o the Wisp,
_> small etherial fairy (Ref: Neverending Story, 88?)

 thinking...
86 or perhaps 2 or 3 less

late bloomer
early sleeper,
unsocialised and awkward

matrix vs neverending story,
>matrix as a never ending story...?<
yes
endlessly being recreated

kbk from kbh likes it more than me-
        wobbly bullets and wobbly knees.

the hero is always unknown to himself until the end
even when told he has grave doubts
 (do they really think I am what I feel so deeply to be what)
the hero overcomes many obstacles
but finally
the hero recreates the world in his own image

                        defining hasn't made for easier
                        only contextualised a near dark secret
                        i saw people cry when they saw

                    attacking norton summit at dusk on a vespa,
                    my life is in my own hands

         your two wheels
         they are your right
         -won
         but take things from me
         these eyes have seen both



         2 br(e)akes = 36000
         other equaled = 0.

cars see what they want to see
a beep from me is taken aback by the driver
he looks sort of embarrassed, looking back to see seething me,
as if to say "you were not there before"
'i didn't see you'

  if you said: hush, run away fast or mother's the uncle
  i would hasten to add that this is merely nonsensical
  and not worth another mention.

i was staring at the horizon, waiting for it to become bus-shaped.

they boys the other night on a thing i did not see saw things "star-
shaped".
there seems to be some truth in this...

         at risk of being too coherent,
there is a radio jammer in
suburban connecticut
broadcasting on a frequency
which can only be received
by my inner INNER ear

does it buzz?
cut and.or click?

they broadcast nothing but
dead air and leo sayer

curly hari

                >(tends not to curl when short)<

70's
new york city
he can play piano

using a delicately masked
metaphorical transmission
mechanism which obscures
all detail

hidning is better than weaving
sedning is better than receiving



to the point where their
signal is inseparable
from the background noise
of my mind

so it did cut deep...

          in the current form that you now see
          other questions may indeed arise
          no need for worry here,
          all things come in good time.

many have complained of rodeo stations beaming into there head
the syndrome is common although extremely debilitating
one is occasionally plagued with reruns of prisoner, crazy christian
psycadelica, the latest song-mem by kenny G, songs from the 70s sad and
depressing

you can get medication you know
frontal lobotomies have been performed for less
                                                 seen a lacking
of the
third chakra
                                                 but could
merely be a
mistake
  of my current state
a piece of lint in my eyes and
a change in the partner's style -

er...bring it up further, to the head,

                        leave the body through a higher portal.
                        second or first is best

miss of my current
eyes and
partner's style -

  "time to move on,
  [we've] all got to change,
  there's no such thing as content
  and sitting still
  -cf_96.

symbolically rich organ struggles
communication severed by inconvenience
ritualistic pressure
intent inaction



partly statement, mostly fear

graduated grains of sand in the beach,
mica, for-mica benchtop

sorted alphabetically
life would be a to z
but it all comes
completely awary

sacrifice, the easy option
inside the orb
meditate on infinite extension
thick skin at the cost of thin

cosmopolitan dreams of a sunny afternoon lazing in the autumn sun
walking down to get some brunch,
no worries,
long twilights
work still 18hrs away

        machines begin to move tomorrow
        which way will they walk?

north along tracks that have been laid for millennia with no apparent
purpose
until now

               overrated and underdone

mutual one was good
but this is relatively all
read write-ups and imagine,
much better.

                rail -trip
                bus  -trip
                ferry -cruise
                legs -walk
                steal -ing the day
                        get there
                        any way you can
                        not get left behind like
                        the other of the three

not the only ones exploring new textuality,
its everywhere
text is good, text is wise



klog, wise, weiss-agtig. and mirrored on the rhine on its way to the
sea.

and he thinks as to what the last link in this chain has added...
sigma 003 was delay.

no haired
apparent tough guy
to my right
soft in/on the inside
with a nice smile
and a shake of the head
to leave to the next city or land
and both in the time soon

004 might also be delayed
or like after the time it's expected
with a bouncing back from s./d westward
erase and cannot see
blinded by decision
i like this game...

  --
libertarian qualification: your right to swing your fist ends
at my
cutting
you off at my passing of wind
off of your nose.


